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Package of the Month

AMCOR ANNOUNCES
NEW RECYCLE-READY
PACKAGING

Amcor created the packaging for coffee and cheese under its AmPrima
line in Europe.
Amcor announced two new applications for its innovative AmPrima recycle-ready solutions launching in Europe. The

PE (polyethylene) recycle-ready portfolio is being expanded for co�ee and dairy products, to o�er brands a more

sustainable packaging choice without compromising on performance.Amcor AmPrima recycle-ready solutions

provide options for brands who need packaging that still o�ers the barrier, material sti�ness, seal strength,

graphics performance and fast run speeds of traditional unrecyclable packaging.

The new are AmPrima PE PLUS solutions targeting more demanding applications in terms of product protection,

packaging convenience and runnability on packaging lines.

AmPrima PE PLUS for roast and ground co�ee will launch �rst in Europe. Suited for all co�ee pack formats and sizes,

it is available with both lock/seal and peel options to protect freshness and aroma. The PE-based packaging is

treated for thermal stability, allows easy transition on existing �lling machines, and has an innovative barrier coating

for product protection. AmPrima PE PLUS for co�ee has various matte or tactile �nishes for high shelf appeal.

According to Amcor’s analysis, recycle-ready AmPrima PE PLUS has the potential to replace over 200 current non-

recyclable co�ee packaging speci�cations.

In line with the upcoming EU directive, and Amcor’s 2025 pledge to develop all its packaging to be recyclable or

reusable as well as increase the use of recycled content, AmPrima is recycle-ready in most �exible PE packaging

recycling streams. Additionally, it  has a lower carbon footprint than many of the packaging structures it replaces,

helping brands meet sustainability goals.

courtesy of Amcor

ICEE Launches Sandwich Crème Filled Cookies at Kroger
The ICEE Company, a subsidiary of J&J Snack Foods Corp. announced its newest sweet treat, ICEE Sandwich

Crème Filled Cookies, available exclusively at Kroger. Sandwiched between two vanilla wafers, cookies feature

either Cherry or Blue Raspberry ICEE �avored crème.

"We are continually innovating at ICEE and are beyond excited to bring fans their beloved frozen beverage

�avors in a new, fun cookie format," said Natalie Peterson, Vice President of Marketing for The ICEE Company.

"We have no doubt that these new crème �lled cookies will be a hit among fans. It 's a completely di�erent

experience – perfect for snacking on the go — with our beloved cherry and blue raspberry �avors that evoke

nostalgia and make you feel like a kid again!"

Since 1967, ICEE has been a household name, forming its own category in the food and beverage market and

becoming the number one brand in frozen beverages. The new crème �lled cookies join the iconic ICEE portfolio,

helping fans to relive their childhood and create new memories with the ones they love. ICEE Sandwich Crème

Filled Cookies are now available at Kroger stores nationwide, for an SRP $3.29.

courtesy of J&J Snack Foods Corp.

Markem-Imaje Introduces the SmartLase
Markem-Imaje, the global provider of end-to-end supply chain solutions and industrial marking and coding

systems has unveiled the SmartLase F250. The new compact and high-performance 20W �ber laser delivers high-

quality permanent coding on high-density substrates.

With customers increasingly adopting laser marking solutions for more of their product identi�cation and

packaging applications, the SmartLase F250 is the ideal solution for modern fast pace production lines. The

SLF250 is the �rst new product launched as a result of Markem-Imaje’s acquisition of laser coding and marking

solutions specialist Solaris Laser.

Highly reliable, the SmartLase F250 reduces operational expenses through fewer line stoppages and by

eliminating the requirement for ink. The SmartLase F250 delivers chemical-free production that is truly

environmentally friendly and helps businesses meet sustainability compliance goals.

Compact and intelligent, the SmartLase F250 is ideal for businesses seeking best-in-class code quality at high

speed where space is at a premium. Built for even the most challenging environments, the SmartLase F250’s

controller, printhead and touchscreen user interface come with at least IP55 ingress protection level which

provides long and reliable operation in harsh, dusty and humid conditions.

Packed with features, the SmartLase F250 comes industry 4.0-ready with an array of industrial interfaces that

enable its safe and seamless integration with even the most complex plant automation and manufacturing

execution systems. Once integrated, the intuitive user interface delivers an increase of up to 20% in operating

e�ciency.

Virtually maintenance-free, the SmartLase F250 provides additional peace of mind with the help of MIVA

(Markem-Imaje Virtual Assistant) which provides customers with remote troubleshooting, while 24 or 48-hour

on-site service level agreements (SLA) are available in most markets.

courtesy of Markem-Imaje

Toppan Adds Light-Shielding GL-
ME-RC to the GL BARRIER Range
Toppan has developed “GL-ME-RC,” a new grade that

provides high-barrier performance combined with light-

shielding. Expanding the scope of applications for GL

BARRIER �lms, GL-ME-RC is available for markets in Japan

and overseas from April.

GL-ME-RC takes advantage of GL BARRIER vapor

deposition and coating technologies and demonstrates

outstanding �ex-resistant barrier performance, which

has been challenging to achieve with conventional

aluminum vapor-deposited �lms. It can therefore be

used for the packages of pharmaceutical goods and food

that require high-barrier performance, light-shielding,

and �exibility, something which until now has

necessitated the use of aluminum foil.

With growing global momentum behind consideration

for the environment and resource saving, including the

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), attention is

focused on reducing the environmental impact of

packaging. Sustainability e�orts are now essential, and

packaging is required to preserve content and extend

shelf lives while also lowering impact on the environment

by, for example, reducing CO2 emissions or enhancing

recyclability. In 1986 Toppan developed GL BARRIER, a

barrier �lm with the potential to address social issues

such as the need to reduce food loss and save resources.

O�ering world-class barrier performance and an

extensive lineup for varied purposes, GL BARRIER is today

recognized for its eco-friendliness and contribution to

resource saving and enjoys a leading share of the global

market for transparent vapor-deposited barrier �lms.

The development of GL-ME-RC, providing high-barrier

performance and light-shielding, enables GL BARRIER to

be used for the packaging of pharmaceutical goods and

foods that need to be protected from light to preserve

content quality. Toppan has leveraged its proprietary

vapor deposition technologies and applied special

coating techniques to enhance GL-ME-RC’s light-shielding

and �ex resistance, meaning that it can be used as an

alternative to aluminum foil for this purpose.

courtesy of Toppan Inc.

HERMA Now Offers Adhesive for Thermal Printer Labels Approved
for Food Contact
HERMAtherm nature (grade 900) is guaranteed to be completely free from chemical developers — the

substances generally used to create an imprint. The multi-layer adhesive 62Dps used by HERMA, which is

especially migration-safe and likewise approved for direct contact with dry, moist and fatty foodstu�s. Thanks

to the multi-layer technology, even with its low-migration properties 62Dps is characterised by exceptional

adhesive performance, including in cool environments. The new label stock HERMAtherm nature (900) was

originated in partnership with Koehler Paper.

“Based on our experience in coating and die-cutting operations, HERMAtherm nature (900) is just as easy to

process as conventional thermal label stock,” says HERMA’s head of development Dr. Nicole Metzler. In addition,

although it is a colored material, which inevitably reduces contrast, no barcode reading errors were recorded

during a large-scale trial. Labels produced from the material completed the trial without prompting any faults

whatsoever.

The characteristic blue-grey thermal paper Blue4est Pro created in-house by Koehler Paper has already been

used for environment-friendly retail t ill receipts for some time. With Blue4est® Pro the imprint is not produced

by a chemical reaction in response to the application of heat. Instead, an entirely physical reaction takes place in

which an opaque active coating on the paper becomes transparent under the in�uence of heat. This reaction

reveals the black coating underneath. Compared to commonplace, conventional thermal papers, not only is

Blue4est  Pro especially kind to the environment, but the imprint it produces also resists environmental

in�uences, such as sunlight and moisture, especially well. According to Koehler Paper, the printed image remains

legible for more than 35 years.

iStockphoto / JackF / HERMA
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Distinctive package design from the creative team at BRIGADE agency
sets Ocean Breeze Cultivators from the competitive cannabis category.

COLLABORATION

Ocean Breeze Cultivators came to BRIGADE for help launching their family-owned and run cannabis business. Based

in Gloucester, Massachusetts, the heritage of this iconic port town became the foundation of the brand. After the

agency developed positioning, messaging, and look and feel for the brand, it  was time to move onto packaging —

where the brand’s story was brought to life through an homage to the Gloucester �sherman, whose likeness became

a graphic icon for Ocean Breeze.

APPROACH

The overarching goal for this assignment was to set the brand up for success in a saturated market, both in

Massachusetts and across the country (once federal legislation allows). To do this, the team at BRIGADE developed

stand out packaging with the �sherman as the focal point, using his likeness to represent the work ethic (and salty

mentality) of the town’s people. Storybook-inspired copy ties the icon to the story of Ocean Breeze and provides

experience cues for their products, while color changes clearly indicate di�erent �ower categories and large vertical

type communicates the category name. In the end, the packaging not only pops on-shelf, standing out from the sea

of sameness that exists in the cannabis space, but also perfectly embodies the Ocean Breeze brand, acting as a

vessel for a quality product — grown near the sea in Gloucester, Mass.

Agency: BRIGADE 

Client: Ocean Breeze Cultivators 

Category: Cannabis 

Providence: Massachusetts

Work Provided:

Identity

Packaging

Sales Collateral

Ongoing Brand Development

courtesy of BRIGADE
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IT’S 2022…WHY ARE CASE ERECTORS MORE
ESSENTIAL THAN EVER?
BRYAN SINICROPE

Technology is �ckle. The latest and greatest invention can quickly become obsolete, replaced by a new iteration or

an alternative method of accomplishing the same task. In packaging, as we have seen machine technology come and

go, case erectors have remained a constant. These no-nonsense machines provide the essential task of setting up

and sealing cases, and are often an entry point for end-of-line packaging automation. Why do case erectors continue

to be a vital component on so many packaging lines today? There are multiple reasons.

Case Erector Discharge

Case erectors increase line �exibility and reduce changeover downtime

As package design has become a marketing tool to attract consumers, packagers are challenged to implement new

materials, containers, and package types, and often in very short timeframes. Packaging machines that can easily

adapt to new production parameters reduce the cost and time for product changeovers, providing a marketing edge.

An end-of-line packaging operation with highly �exible, separate but integrated components–case erector, robot

packer, top case sealer and palletizer–o�ers a complete solution that readily adjusts to product changes. These

machines can be recon�gured without capital expenditures for retooling that can be required to run new product

styles on all-in-one erector-packer-sealers and wraparound packers.

Case erectors can erect and seal a broad range of KD sizes and styles including trays and display cases. They can be

adjusted to run di�erent size KDs in a matter of minutes. For packagers running multiple KD sizes or who change

products frequently, automatic changeover can be implemented. Auto-changeover packages typically include

motorized adjustments that are activated by selecting the new package dimensions at the operator station.

Square cases are critical to line productivity and product integrity

Another bene�t of case erector automation is improved case quality. Case erectors are designed with features to

make square cases, even if your KDs are improperly slotted, band-marked or warped from poor storage. (Read more

here.) Case erectors are designed to accommodate KDs from recycled stock and form them into square, strong, well-

sealed shippers.

Why are square cases so important? Square cases enable the packer, whether a human, robot, drop packer or place

packer, to easily insert the primary packages into the case. Unsquare and poorly formed and sealed cases can cause

product damage and/or lost production if they cause equipment jams.

Square cases are also basic to pallet integrity. Pallet strength, and ultimately the protection of your products, rests

on the strength and unity of your pallet loads. Pallet contents can shift during transport and settle in storage, and

square cases provide the structural strength to protect the products inside. Pallets built from unsquare corrugated

cases have up to 30% less structural strength with the potential for failure to the detriment of the product load.

Case Erection Operation

Ease of operation and maintenance

Today’s case erectors are smart machines. Most erectors on the market (and all A-B-C case erectors) have sensors

that monitor functions and controllers that automate operation. They are equipped self-diagnostics that pinpoint

machine issues for quick resolution. They are designed for e�cient hot melt adhesive and/or tape replenishment and

routine maintenance can be managed by the line operator.

Case erectors are a practical upgrade for low speed lines

When evaluating a manual line for automation opportunities, case erecting is a logical choice. Setting up and sealing

corrugated cases by hand is repetitive and tedious, and the average manual case erecting speed ranges between 3-5

cases per minute. Once that speed is exceeded, it makes sense to automate. Other justi�cations include reduced

reliance on the labor pool and improved case quality for better product protection. Low speed case erectors’

conservative price tags make them easy to justify and their compact footprints take up little space on the packaging

line. Typically packagers can expect a 6-12 month return on investment with this upgrade.

What’s the future for case erectors?

Case erectors continue to be an integral piece of end-of-line packaging automation. They are easily integrated

components that enable line �exibility, improve production and deliver quality cases to the packaging line. Machines

are available in a wide range of speeds from entry-level to high volume production to suit many industries and

applications. Over time, case erectors will continue to evolve to o�er even more features to address packagers

changing requirements and deliver �exibility, ease of use, and value to the production line.

View case erectors in operation here.

Bryan Sinicrope is VP mkt & integrator sales at A-B-C Packaging Machine Corporation.

courtesy of A-B-C Packaging Machine Corp.
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Packaging Machinery
Needs a Preventive

Maintenance Program

4

Most manufacturers focus on implementing a preventive maintenance program for
the equipment involved in the early or middle stages of the production process.
However, they are overlooking a critical aspect — the packaging line.

BY SALMAN RASHID

If a manufacturer wants to have an e�cient production line, it  needs to ensure that the packaging equipment is

receiving preventive maintenance (PM), emergency repairs, and inspections — just like the other machinery.  The

packaging process is a vital part of production as it helps keep the products safe during shipping, ensures that the

products reach the customer as intended, and is a selling point if done properly and aesthetically.

ADVERTISEMENT

1. PM Saves Costs

By ensuring that the packaging machinery receives preventive maintenance, manufacturers will experience lower

overall downtime, higher productivity, better utilization of the machine operators, and fewer missed shipments,

reducing several expenses like replacement, repair, and emergency maintenance costs.

If the packaging machinery doesn’t receive scheduled maintenance, then it will experience unexpected breakdowns,

add to existing machine downtime, and cause production disruptions. Since the machine operators assigned won’t

be able to complete their tasks on time, this will just add to the costs.

2. PM Improves Ef�ciency and Use

A huge bene�t of including packaging machinery in the preventive maintenance program is that they will be

receiving maintenance tasks such as worn-out parts being replaced, identi�cation of underlying problems due to

inspections, and equipment servicing. All of this means that the equipment will be more e�cient than before,

helping meet more deadlines due to fewer breakdowns.

Moreover, maintenance managers can incorporate the machine operators to help them with the equipment’s

maintenance. The operators can be trained regarding the packaging machinery’s basic maintenance as well as how to

use it e�ciently. For instance, they can be taught about the red �ags that show the machine will break down soon,

and by using tools like CMMS software solutions, the operators can simply request emergency repairs, cleaning,

etc.

On the other hand, by training the operators on how to handle the machinery, maintenance managers can eliminate

any chance of mishandling the equipment, reducing unexpected downtime.

IF THE PACKAGING MACHINERY DOESN’T
RECEIVE SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE,

THEN IT WILL EXPERIENCE UNEXPECTED
BREAKDOWNS.

3. PM Makes Equipment More Reliable

A preventive maintenance program boosts equipment reliability in various ways. By gathering ample information

regarding the equipment, such as when it needs lubrication, spare parts replacement, cleaning, etc., maintenance

managers can easily schedule and adjust maintenance tasks that address these needs. By scheduling downtime (if

necessary) and providing maintenance, the organization helps improve the equipment’s reliability and maintain its

performance so that it can be used without fear of bottlenecks.

If the packaging machinery was included in the program, then it would also receive a boost in reliability and

performance since it would receive scheduled maintenance and emergency maintenance, thus boosting the overall

production process.

BY SCHEDULING DOWNTIME (IF NECESSARY) AND
PROVIDING MAINTENANCE, THE ORGANIZATION
HELPS IMPROVE THE EQUIPMENT’S RELIABILITY

AND MAINTAIN ITS PERFORMANCE SO THAT IT CAN
BE USED WITHOUT FEAR OF BOTTLENECKS.

4. PM Reduces Associated Safety Risks

It ’s quite simple, without preventive maintenance, the packaging machinery can cause injuries and harm to the

machine operators as well as anyone in the vicinity. For instance, the machinery can overheat due to irregular

cleaning (it needs proper ventilation). On the other hand, worn-out parts that aren’t replaced on time can cause the

machine to explode or cause the employee to experience an electrical shock (due to exposed wiring) in serious cases.

All of these can lead to workplace injuries, illnesses, and safety violations.

Preventive maintenance ensures that these workplace safety incidents are kept at bay. Maintenance technicians

inspect the packaging equipment regularly and ensure that the problems are identi�ed and addressed on time.

Moreover, since the packaging machinery will be receiving replacements of worn-out parts as well as cleaning

regularly, there are fewer chances of the equipment malfunctioning and causing serious injuries to workers and

everyone else in the vicinity.

Ensuring Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance is not only crucial for the equipment involved in production; it ’s also necessary for the

packaging machinery. Otherwise, the customers will not receive the products on time, the quality of packaging will

be poor, and the packaging line will experience more downtime, leading to missed deadlines and losses.

Salman Rashid is Sr. Creative Marketer at CloudApper. You can reach him on his website, Twitter or email

salman@m2sys.com.

Salman Rashid
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Both semi- and fully-automatic lines are proven strategies for speed and
ef�ciency. Understanding what your speci�c needs are can determine
what you need.
BY SANDER SMITH

As small to medium-sized companies looking to meet growth projections, a proven strategy often involves

automating their packing process. These solutions involve either semi-automatic or fully-automatic case formers and

sealers. The level of automation is typically dictated by the speed you’re looking to achieve and targeted manpower

to operate the system.

ADVERTISEMENT

Semi-Automatic

Most semi-automation applications are going to be very operator-driven, and provide a consistent, lower rate of

production. For both case forming and sealing, the operator is responsible for feeding the machine; the operator

inserts an unfolded case blank into the case former. Once the case is formed on the bottom, he or she loads the

product in, then closes the �aps on top and feeds it into the case sealer for sealing.

A semi-automatic solution is ideal when applications call for packing about �ve or fewer cases per minute. Some

semi-automatic systems can increase throughput by increasing the number of operators and potentially having

di�erent operators form and pack the case. Again, this solution is heavily dependent on operator interaction where

they will be responsible for forming, hand packing, and sealing the case.

Both semi and fully automatic case formers work to form and seal cases with ease,
giving users added speed and ef�ciencies to their end-of-line packaging processes.

Fully-Automatic

If the goal is to increase speed or minimize operator interaction with the packing line, then a fully-automatic

solution is the better choice. For the case former, an operator simply needs to load unfolded blanks in the magazine,

and the machine automatically forms cases that are ready to be packed. 

Depending on the application, product can be loaded manually or automatically through a case packing system.

Packed cases then travel to the case sealer, where the �aps are mechanically closed and cases are automatically

sealed, ready to ship.

When all three components (case former, loader and sealer) are automatically working together, speed and

e�ciencies are gained as the system is driving the operator, whereas, in a semi-automatic solution, the operator is

driving the system.

Both semi-automatic and fully-automatic packing solutions are great alternatives to those companies looking to add

a higher level of automation to their packaging operations. Both systems are �exible, allowing easy integration of

components to meet changing applications. Automation is a winning strategy to bring speed and e�ciency to your

next packing line.

Sander Smith is the product manager for Wexxar Bel, a ProMach brand. He can be reached at

Sander.Smith@promachbuilt.com; wexxar.com.

Wexxar Bel

gorodenkoff / Creatas Video+ via Getty Images Plus
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CASE STUDY:
SCHUR FLEXIBLES
PROVIDES SAFETY
SOLUTION
Hygiene and food safety have always been
important, but the coronavirus has
highlighted the need for greater awareness
and vigilance. Consumers expect a high
level of protection at point-of-sale. In
response to this, Schur Flexibles is offering
to apply an antibacterial varnish to a range
of its �lms.
BY KRISTIN JOKER

Antibacterial coating on �lms: Schur Flexibles presents antibacterial solution to optimize point-of-sale hygiene. 

You enter the grocery and sanitize your cart, but what about the food packages you grab and put into your cart? At

the point of sales, packets are often touched, picked up and put back. Consider how often products are touched,

picked up, and put back. Chances are that packet of deli meat is covered with germs.

Schur Flexibles provides an added antibacterial varnish to a range of its top �lms and �owpacks to help prevent the

spread of bacteria. Duda, a Polish producer of meats since 1989, has partnered with Schur Flexibles to o�er

consumers added peace of mind.

ADVERTISEMENT

Analyzed and Tested for Maximum Safety

The antibacterial coated �lms by Schur Flexibles can be used for a wide variety of packaging. According to the

Antibacterial Activity Analysis Result, the coating reduces the bacteria present on packaging by 95%. The varnish has

been tested and con�rmed safe for food packaging, including meat, dairy and �sh, as well as cosmetics and more. In

Poland, Duda, a well-known producer of meats and sausages, has been using it successfully to demonstrate the

company’s commitment to responsibility during the pandemic and reassure consumers that handling their products

is completely safe.

Hygienic Solutions at Shelf and Home

The antibacterial coating helps prevent the transfer of bacteria and puts gives consumers reassurance. For

manufacturers, no changes to their production lines are necessary. Films coated with this varnish run as smoothly as

uncoated �lms on all machines. In addition, it  integrates perfectly into the printing process, ensuring that print

quality remains at the same high level as all Schur Flexibles printing jobs.

“Food and consumer safety begin with intelligent packaging solutions. We are the �rst packaging manufacturer to

o�er this type of coating to our customers. With this solution, we are supporting manufacturers and retailers in

their e�orts to optimize hygiene and provide enhanced food safety,” explains Joanna Herbst, Commercial product

manager conversion at Schur Flexibles.

courtesy of Schur Flexibles

FocusArea / Creatas Video via Getty Images
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CLASSIFIED NETWORK

FOR SALE

Sales of Surface Tension Testing Pens and Inks for the
Plastics, Textile and Metal Industries

Lotar carries pens and inks of de�ned surface tensions for wettability

and metal cleanliness testing identifying the necessity of a treatment

or cleaning processes for quality checks in planned and existing

production lines, Quicktest, Quickdry, and more accurate inks and

pens available. Representing Arcotest, Pillar and other Lotar products.

Lotar Enterprises

11718 Velp Avenue

Suite E

Green Bay, Wisconsin 54303

Phone: (920) 465-6678

Contact:

Tatjana Qadada

info@lotarllc.com

lotarenterprises.com
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

Below are the premium listings from our directory. Click on the boxes below for more information. For the

complete list of companies and products, go to packagingstrategies.com/resourceguide.
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

American Film & Machinery
7041 Boone Ave.

Brooklyn Park, MN 55428

(714) 974-9006

info@afmsleeves.com

https://www.afmsleeves.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

American Film & Machinery (AFM) headquartered in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota - is a single source supplier of all of

your Shrink Sleeve Labeling needs. We successfully introduced the �rst generation of rotary shrink sleeve labelers

over 57 years ago. Since then through our commitment to a high level of expenditure on research and development;

constant innovation; implementation of the latest technology; and the wealth of knowledge and experience of our

highly quali�ed and motivated workforce we have evolved far beyond our original role as a manufacturer of specialty

machinery. Today AFM is a dynamic partner for our customers creating a harmonious marriage of shrink sleeve

labelers, heat shrink tunnels, full body labels, tamper evident seals and contract labeling and packaging services.

Product Categories

Cartoning/Sleeving

Shrink Equipment

Shrink Tunnels

Sleeves

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

ARRANTI
2-44 Crawford Cr., 2nd Fl.

Campbellville, ON L0P 1B0

(905) 854-7421

je�h@arranti.com

https://arranti.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

ARRANTI advances Packaging Manufacturing Supply with innovative techniques and technology. In short, we make

higher quality and better functional packaging. If it 's not available, we will create it. Our goal is to elevate clients'

brands so they get noticed and stay memorable. Check us out at www.arranti.com.

Product Categories

Bag/Pouch, Multilayer

Bag/Pouch, Plastic

Bag/Pouch, Polybags-Film

Bottle/Jar/Can, Plastic

Preform

Specialty Container

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Premium Listings

Berlin Packaging
525 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, IL 60661

(312) 876-9292

info@berlinpackaging.com

https://www.berlinpackaging.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Berlin Packaging is the world's largest Hybrid Packaging Supplier® of glass, plastic, and metal containers and

closures. The company supplies billions of items annually along with package design, �nancing, consulting,

warehousing, and logistics services for customers across all industries. Berlin Packaging brings together the best of

manufacturing, distribution, and income-adding service providers. Its mission is to increase the net income of its

customers through packaging products and services.

Product Categories

Bottle/Jar/Can, Glass

Bottle/Jar/Can, Metal

Bottle/Jar/Can, Plastic

Drum/Pail

Pails

Shipping, Temperature Insulating

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Premium Listings

Cama North America
901 Corporate Grove Dr.

Bu�alo Grove, IL 60089

(847) 607-8797

cama-us@camagroup.com

https://www.camagroup.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Cama o�ers cartoning, case packing, sleeving, and robotic loading systems that are �exible, versatile and easy to

operate. Bene�ts include: reliable, high performing solutions; clean, sanitary designs with increased accessibility;

quick and easy changeovers; and TPM compliant machines with Industry 4.0 and Augmented Reality options.

Monoblock systems available.

Product Categories

Cartoning/Sleeving

Case/Tray Erecting

Case/Tray Packing

Multipacking

Robotics

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Premium Listings

Eastey
7041 Boone Ave.

Brooklyn Park, MN 55428

(800) 835-9344

info@eastey.com

https://www.eastey.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Eastey (eastey.com) is a leading manufacturer of heavy-duty shrink packaging equipment and automated case

sealing systems for packaging applications.  Eastey's shrink packaging products include a complete line of L-sealers,

sleeve wrappers, shrink tunnels and bundling equipment. Eastey also supplies a complete line of case tapers, from

entry level bottom- and side-belt tapers, to fully automatic and random size case tapers. Eastey has been in business

for over 25 years and has an installed base of over 14,000 shrink packaging systems.

Product Categories

Case Sealing

Conveying, Converging/Dividing

Shrink Equipment

Shrink Tunnels

Shrink Wrapping, Bundling

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Premium Listings

Econocorp Inc.
72 Pacella Park Dr.

Randolph, MA 02368

(781) 986-7500

info@econocorp.com

https://www.econocorp.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Econocorp Inc. is a World Wide Leader in slow to moderate speed Cartoning, Tray Forming and Case Packing of

speeds between 1 and 120 cartons or cases per minute.

Product Categories

Cartoning/Sleeving

Case Sealing

Case/Tray Erecting

Case/Tray Packing

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Premium Listings

Hoffer Plastics Corp.
500 N. Collins St.

South Elgin, IL 60177

(847) 741-5740

https://www.ho�erplastics.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Ho�er Plastics Corporation, based in South Elgin, IL, is a global supplier of custom injection molded plastic parts.

 Family owned and operated since 1953, we serve a wide range of industries, providing turn-key solutions and state-

of-the-art technology. We provide best in class tooling and processing and lead in environmental sustainability.

 We're "All In" for people, plastics and purpose.

Product Categories

Closure/Cap/Pump/Applicator/Dispenser

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Kuriyama of America Inc.
360 E. State Pkwy.

Schaumburg, IL 60173-5335

(847) 755-0360

sales@kuriyama.com

https://www.kuriyama.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Kuriyama of America, Inc. has been eminently successful in developing and marketing thermoplastic hose and

accessory products to the industrial marketplace since 1968. We now provide a complete line of thermoplastic,

rubber and metal hose products and accessories including couplings and �ttings, for use in industrial and

commercial applications.

Product Categories

Hose & Accessories

Pneumatic Conveying

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Premium Listings

Squid Ink Manufacturing Inc.
7041 Boone Ave.

Brooklyn Park, MN 55428

(763) 795-8856

info@squidink.com

https://www.squidink.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Squid Ink (squidink.com) is a leading manufacturer of coding and marking systems for product identi�cation and

traceability, providing superior quality inks and low maintenance printing equipment. Printing systems include hi-

resolution piezo systems, continuous ink jet (CIJ), thermal ink jet (T IJ), laser, and large character drop-on-demand

(DOD) systems. Squid Ink printers and ink are designed to print the highest quality bar codes, batch numbers, date

codes, logos and large or small character text, directly onto corrugated cases, plastics, metals, glass, wood and other

substrates.

Product Categories

Imprinting Machines (Coding, Marking)

Printing Equipment

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Sun Chemical Corp.
135 W. Lake St.

Northlake, IL 60164

(708) 236-3798

naimarketing@sunchemical.com

https://www.sunchemical.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Sun Chemical, a member of the DIC Group, is a leading producer of packaging and graphic solutions, color and

display technologies, functional products, electronic materials, and products for the automotive and healthcare

industries. Together with DIC, Sun Chemical is continuously working to promote and develop sustainable solutions to

exceed customer expectations and better the world around us.

Product Categories

Anti-Counterfeiting

Coatings, Radiation Cured

Coatings, Solvent-Based

Coatings, Solventless (100% solids)

Coatings, Waterborne

Film/Film Laminate/Flexible Packaging

Finishes/Printing

Glass

Inks, Electron Beam

Inks, Extenders & Thickeners

Inks, Flexographic

Inks, Fluorescent

Inks, Metallic

Inks, Nontoxic

Inks, Rotogravure

Inks, Ultraviolet

Inks, Waterborne

Label Material

Metal

PLA

Paper/Paperboard

Plastic, Rigid

Plastic, Thermoformed

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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